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PIC-16Fxxx-Programmer is a free, useful and powerful software tool to program Flash ROM Controller
PIC 12Fxxx 16Fxxx from Microchip using the serial port of PC. It is a simple and handy application but it’s
GUI needs a facelift. Also, it's features are way more than that of microcontrollers. PicProm is a lightweight
software application whose purpose is to help developers program mid-range Flash ROM Controller PIC
12Fxxx 16Fxxx from Microchip using the serial port of PC. Additionally, it integrates a simple debugger
and provides the option to tune the oscillator. Supported devices The program is able to work with a wide
range of devices, such as 8-pin (e.g. 12F609, 12HV609, 12F615, 12HV615), 14-pin (16F610, 16HV610,
16F616, 16HV616, 16F630), 18-pin (e.g. 16F627, 16F628, 16F627A, 16F628A, 16F648A), 20-pin (e.g.
16F631, 16F639, 16F677, 16F685), 28-pin (e.g. 16F72, 16F73, 16F76), and 40-pin (e.g. 16F74, 16F77,
16F747, 16F777) User interface The tool does not excel in the visual department as it reveals a plain layout
from where you get quick access to all features. You are allowed to choose the controller type and serial
port, as well as memory area that is programmed, verified or read. Configuration settings Several options
can be configured in detail when connected to the special programmer module. You may alter the voltage
level at which each operation runs, so as to program or read the PIC directly from the application circuit.
What’s more, you can check if the PIC is correctly inserted into the socket, check device ID before
transferring data, boost priority during transfer, erase PIC before programming, get user ID from HEX file,
save settings automatically, delete error messages when closing the window, and reload HEX file
automatically if it changes. Debugger, editor and oscillator tuning In order to use the debugger, the
executive file needs to be placed in the PIC folder. The program works with the actual oscill
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Controls automatically the hardware decryption used for security purposes in a cryptographic suite. Allows
users to control whether keyboard macro data is generated automatically by the operating system on poweron, or by an external program. When such an external program is specified, it is given full access to
hardware resources. KEYMACRO can also disable the generation of a macro. It can also force a program to
wait a defined time interval before entering a run-time function, or to wait for an external event. Configures
the behavior of a bootkey or hardware firewall (via a GUIBoot key). While a hardware firewall acts as a
gatekeeper for the operating system, the bootkey allows an administrator to override the operating system's
default boot behavior. KEYMACRO also controls the Windows
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Keyboard\Option key in the registry.
Configures the key associated with the ACPI power manager. Configures the keys related to Power
Management (PM) for laptops. NVRAM Description: NVRAM can be used to preserve the configuration
information in devices such as modems and fax machines. Sets the default dial tone if you are not using the
Media PC Device Drivers or if you select a value from an optional list. CAN is typically used in vehicles,
but it can also be used to control printers and copiers. Miscellaneous Key commands Description: Controls
the behavior of the keyboard software at system boot, or if you set the oscfg system option to always run a
particular program. You can also use this option to control the behavior of the graphical user interface.
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Windows Graphics Configuration Settings: Sets the video device and resolution. If you are not using the
default resolution of 640x480, change this value. You can also specify which windowed applications can or
cannot be used. Allows access to various options such as control for your mouse, built-in keyboard,
additional drivers, fonts, and setting password to prevent unauthorized access. Allows access to various
options such as control for your mouse, built-in keyboard, additional drivers, fonts, and setting password to
prevent unauthorized access. Optimizes the performance of the graphical user interface. Accesses the
display settings on the display device. Directs Windows to start a specific service without having to boot
into Windows. Serves as a manual boot disk. Allows you to edit the user profile of the user logging on to the
computer. Allows users to have access to the Network policy or administrative interface. Allows you to edit
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PicProm - 12Fxxxx 16Fxxx PIC12Fxxx PIC16Fxxx software development tool. PIC12F401 Compatible
(KByte, SPI, USART) Quickly communicate between PIC12F401 and PC via UART or USB User Manual
English Description PIC12F401 Compatible is a smart UART / USB controller that can be used with
PIC12F401, PIC12F402, PIC12F403, PIC12F405, PIC12F411, PIC12F413 and PIC12F416
microcontroller from Microchip. It is a fully independent UART / USB controller that can be used for
communication with PIC12F401 without additional hardware/software modifications. UART / USB port
are accessible through the same pins of the PIC12F401. It is possible to use D0, D1, D2 or D3 TX/RX pins
as TX/RX of the UART and D4, D5, D6 or D7 as VCC of the USB. The main features are: *The tool
supports SPI, USART, USB and AVR (ATmega) UART / USB interface with PIC12F401 microcontroller
from Microchip * The target port can be accessed from PIC12F401 with the SPI, USART, USB or AVR
UART / USB interfaces * The output UART / USB port is readable or writeable (depending on the selected
mode of the software application) * The PIC12F401 can be reset (both software and hardware) *
Connection of the UART / USB to the target microcontroller is managed * Oscillator can be reset (both
software and hardware) * The USB/UART/SPI interface is bidirectional * The tool supports auto-detection
of the available ports (auto-recognition) * The tool provides automatic option setting for current port and/or
microcontroller type * The tool shows the connection status during debugging * The tool shows the
configured register values * Connect to PIC12F401 port and allow automatic update of the application
programming code * Connect to PIC12F401 port and allow manual update of the application programming
code * Connect to PIC12F401 port and allow auto-update of the application programming code * Connect
to PIC12F401 port
What's New in the?

PicProm is a light-weight, easy-to-use tool which helps developers program Microchip PIC based Flash
ROM Controller in 4-pin (8-pin) and 6-pin (14-pin, 18-pin and 20-pin) varieties. It is able to handle the
following PICs: 12Fxxx, 16Fxxx, 16Fxxx, 18Fxxx, 20Fxxx, 28Fxxx, 28Fxxx, 40Fxxx and 50Fxxx. This
utility has been specifically designed to help programmers bring their ideas to life. It’s able to create a
virtual serial connection with the given port. Description: 32X is a 32-bit DOS program for direct access to
MPLABs ICD 2.0 microcontrollers. It does not require a Windows operating system or a file system to be
installed. With this DOS utility, you can set data type, data size and serial number, and program multiple
MPLAB based ICs in the most convenient way. Description: CVMFS is a small C program that uses the
Microsoft C/C++ run-time library and supports COM port mapping to gain access to a parallel port or to use
parallel port devices via the serial port. CVMFS is an implementation of Cute Virtual Machine File System
which is an operating system that can run on any hardware platform that includes a serial port. Description:
Accelerator is a software-based HID device that offers low-cost access to serial port features using the
Motorola S-record format. This package supports a wide range of industrial applications that require highspeed performance. Description: The CodeView debugger is a command-line debugger for Flash ROM
Controller PICs 12Fxxx, 16Fxxx, 18Fxxx, 20Fxxx and 40Fxxx. It is able to handle the entire range of PICs
by programming all I/O registers, setting breakpoints and executing the code. Description: The CodeVision
debugger is a command-line debugger for Flash ROM Controller PICs 12Fxxx, 16Fxxx, 18Fxxx, 20Fxxx
and 40Fxxx. It is able to handle the entire range of PICs by programming all I/O registers, setting
breakpoints and executing the code. Description: PICvM is a standalone debugger for MPLAB
programmers (MPLAB-Compiler) to debug PIC microcontrollers. It allows to execute binary file, set break
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points and view register contents. As it is standalone program, it can be used without the need of a host
application. The user-interface is designed for beginners and helps easily handle the console. Description:
This utility makes a serial connection between an LPC board and PIC microcontroller through the USB
connector. It offers access to the microcontroller I/
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System Requirements For PicProm (formerly PIC-16Fxxx-Programmer):

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit), Windows 8.1 (64-bit), Windows 10 (64-bit) CPU:
Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 @ 2.4GHz RAM: 2 GB Graphics: GeForce 8800 GT 512MB / Radeon HD 3650
512MB / Intel HD Graphics 3000 HDD: 4 GB Recommended: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8
(64-bit), Windows 8.1 (64-bit),
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